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COVID-19 LOCKDOWN INITIATIVES
CONSULTATION
ON
VILLAGE
CONSERVATION AREA TO START

Measures to protect Shortlands “village” from
future unwanted development came a step
closer on 14 July when Bromley’s
Development Control Committee agreed that
local residents and businesses should be
consulted on the creation of a conservation
area covering the “village”.
Designating the village as a conservation area
means that planning applications would be
required to either preserve or enhance the
conservation area thereby ensuring a higher
standard of design and greater sensitivity to the
historic character of the area. Local councillors
(the area falls in the Bromley Town ward)
supported the recommendation.
A character assessment of the proposed
Shortlands Village Conservation Area had
been prepared by specialist independent
consultants. It supported the designation of a
conservation area and recommended that the
conclusions of the assessment – namely the
potential options for the creation of the
Shortlands Village Conservation Area - are
now consulted on. The assessment is itself an
interesting summary of the history of our area.
The launch of the consultation will be
publicised locally. It is due to end on 30
September.

Over the lockdown period locals have been
joining the team of volunteers drawn together
by Bromley Council to help the most
vulnerable.
But, in addition to this great team effort,
individuals have come forward with initiatives
to raise money for the NHS. The SRA and
other local organisations were asked to itself
contribute towards an appeal for protective
clothing for the Princess Royal University
Hospital Maternity Ward, for instance.
Also, many of you may have seen the
‘Rainbow Boy’ murals on the front walls of
houses, cafes and shops both in Shortlands and
across the borough. This was the work of
Croydon street artist Chris Shea, who charged
homeowners etc £50 a time to have a stencil of
his design added to their properties, with the
aim of raising money for more PPE for the
NHS and St Christopher’s Hospice.

PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT

The boarded up area in the village continues to
be something of an eyesore but we can report a
degree of progress in reaching a resolution.
There are two separate but closely linked
applications being made by the developer.
Firstly, there are formal plans going through the
planning process for the redevelopment of the
site. The most recent application, rejected by
Bromley planners, involved converting the
ground floors of the buildings into a single shop
but retaining the single flat over the shop, the
earlier idea of replacing the upper level with
several flats having been dropped.
This application is now going to appeal but we
do not yet know when it will be heard. As part of
the appeal process the developer included some
amendments to the layout of the frontage and, as
a result, the SRA decided to support this slightly
revised plan.
Second, there have been separate applications
just to demolish the existing buildings with
nothing planned in their place. The developer
was permitted to make such an application under
the so-called "deemed permission" rules.

SAD NEWS ON SOUTH HILL WOOD
FOUNTAIN
In our Autumn edition last year we announced
we had made a grant towards the cost of plants
like ferns to decorate the moat of the newly
restored fountain in the middle of South Hill
Wood. Sadly, during the lockdown, some
people have been digging up the plants and
taking them away, presumably for their own
gardens…even in one instance leaving behind
a trowel!
The Friends of South Hill Wood had developed
a recovery plan to restock the moat this coming
Autumn with fresh ferns, sedge, wood sorrel
and, hopefully, broom and some other plants.
But this plan is now being reconsidered.
Bromley itself gets its name from the broom,
meaning literally ‘the meadow where the
broom grows’. And, from late Victorian times
up until the Second World War, there used to
be an
annual Broom Fair held every Spring
on Queensmead, attended by many hundreds of
local people.

Bromley planners had rejected two such
applications on the basis that inadequate
provision had been made for traffic safety and
management during demolition. The second of
these rejections was also the subject of an appeal
and the developer was successful on appeal. The
inspector, giving her decision, made it clear that
she was not making a decision whether the
deemed permission rules actually applied as that
was a separate matter.
The developer then made an application for a
Lawful Development Certificate which would
have had the effect of confirming that deemed
permission did apply. In June the planning
department confirmed that this was a Lawful
Development and that, in our view, clears the
route for demolition.
We do not know how the developer will react. It
is a possible argument on appeal regarding the
proposed development that in the alternative the
buildings will simply be demolished. It seems to
us that it is in the interest of everybody that a
sensible development now happens and that,
hopefully, commercial activity can return to this
area after a number of years. Keep watching
this space.

HIGHFIELD JUNIORS FILM-MAKERS
UP FOR NATIONAL AWARD

A group of young film-makers from Highfield
Junior School have made their own film called
‘Out of Bounds’, which has been nominated as
‘Best Film : 11 Years and Under’ by Into Film,
a national film award association.
The ‘short’ film is about two schoolchildren
who decide to pop out to a local shop for some
sweets during break-time, but they have no
idea of the chaos that happens back at their
school whilst they are away.
The prize-giving ceremony for the Into Film
awards was due to be held in March at the
Odeon cinema in Leicester Square, hosted by
David Walliams, but worries over the
coronavirus outbreak forced the organisers to
put it off to a date still to be fixed.

NEW SOCIAL DISTANCING TRAVEL
PROJECTS FOR SHORTLANDS
Shortlands is to benefit from the first three
temporary social distancing projects approved
in Bromley by Transport for London. It is
thought that we have benefitted first in the
Borough because of the work already
undertaken as part of the Shortlands Friendly
Village project.
The first scheme involves a new cycle lane
proposed along Albermarle Road and Bromley
Road, including the removal of the existing bus
lane between Scott’s Lane and Shortlands
Station. The second is a footpath, a so called
‘school street’, at the rear of Valley School
across its sports-field, which it is hoped will be
in place before the schools go back in
September.
The third project approved for funding is the
blocking of Valley Road to traffic in the
vicinity of Harris Primary Academy at the
existing width barrier. However, there is some
concern about the knock-on effects of this
particular scheme on traffic in St Mary’s
Avenue and Westmorland Road, and
circumstances may yet cause it to it to be
mothballed.
Any opportunity for final consultation on these
schemes will be very limited, as they are to be
implemented as soon as possible. But they will
be installed using fairly easily removable
blocking or signage methods and will be kept
under constant review, so they can be removed
if they are found not to work or create
significant problems elsewhere. Other similar
projects across the Borough may yet receive
TfL approval in the near future, but the
Council’s share of TfL funds for these types of
measure is among the lowest among London’s
boroughs announced so far.

WEBSITE UPDATE

Our new website
www.shortlandsra.org.uk
has been busy keeping Shortlanders up to date
on local developments during the COVID-19
lockdown. Details of latest initiatives, scams
and key planning issues have been published.
And, we have now added a section of ‘Links’
to local organisations like trading standards,
Citizens’ Advice and the police, and societies
like the Shortlands Poetry Circle. Ideas for
future additions are always welcome and
should be addressed to
info@shortlandsra.org.uk

INTERESTED IN LOCAL HISTORY?

During the lockdown, a number of local
community social media sites were set up to
share information and keep neighbours in
touch. Several people used some of their time
to research local history. There were some
fascinating items on some of the substantial
houses in the area – many, though by no means
all, now lost – on the Facebook page
“Shortlands Life”.
Two detailed and thoroughly researched pieces
of work have also been drawn to our attention.
One is on the life and work of Dr James Scott
(1770-1848), famed local surgeon who gave his
name to Scott’s Lane,
and another is on the
history of Shortlands
House and estate
going back as far as
the 14th Century. We
are hoping to put this
on the SRA web site,
but if you would like
a copy, please get in
touch and we’ll see
what we can do.
MORE CONSULTATION
BOUNDARY CHANGES

ON

WARD

A further round of consultation is under way
about possible changes to the boundaries of
Council wards in Bromley. It is due to end on
27 July.
Following earlier consultations there had been
delays to the Boundary Commission’s review
of wards in Bromley as a result of the
coronavirus lockdown and some issues to be
resolved elsewhere in the borough. This new
round should not affect the likely expansion of
Shortlands Ward to include much of the
Village which we covered in our January 2020
edition.
Final recommendations on the boundary
changes are due to be published on 3
November and the agreed new boundaries will
be in place in good time for the next local
government elections across London in 2022.
If the changes go through as expected, parts of
the Village currently in the Bromley Town
ward will form part of a new and larger
Shortlands ward. We will want to look at how
we might work more closely with the
Ravensbourne Valley Residents once this
happens.

FRIENDLY LOCAL ADVICE FOR ALL YOUR
ACCOUNTANCY AND TAXATION REQUIREMENTS
WWW.CWATAX.COM
CONTACT CHRIS WELLS (020 8460 9340)

JOHN PRIOR (HOME IMPROVEMENTS) LTD
Complete Refurbishment Projects, Kitchens,
Bathrooms, Decorating, Plumbing, Tiling,
Carpentry, Full range of Handy Man Services.

Are you in need of long-term care?
My Care Consultant is a ‘care
navigator’ whose purpose is
to help those in need of care,
their family members, and carers to find
quick, accurate answers to the many
questions that arise when care is needed.

Contact us to receive a free, no-obligation
15 minute chat about your concerns:
T - 020 3290 3110
E - ask@mycareconsultant.co.uk

Based in Shortlands. Call NOW!
Tel: 020 8699 8695/ Mobile: 0796 796 3162

PRINTRITE

PRINT - COPY - DESIGN - DIGITAL
www.printrite.net
for all your printing and copying needs
Call: 020 8464 5087

Shortlands Library

Your local library providing popular fiction
And non-fiction, free internet access and
Much, much more. Find us at:
110 Shortlands Road
020 8460 9692
Shortlands.library@bromley.gov.uk

In support of Shortlands Residents’ Association

020 8466 8445
edwardashdale.com
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